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INTERNATIONAL BOND REVIEW - ACTIVITIES IN JANUARY 2011 
 

4Q10 U.S. GDP growth 
accelerates to 3.2%… 

The U.S. economy gained traction in 4Q10, growing at an annualised rate of 3.2% 
(2.6% in 3Q) as a result of increased consumer spending, investments and net 
exports. For the full year, real GDP expanded by 2.9% in 2010 (-2.6% in 2009). 
As a result, Treasury 30-year bonds yields high and low moved as much as 28bps 
from range of 4.33% to 4.61% in January as equities rallied amid signs of the U.S. 
economy’s continued strengthening. The benchmark 10 year UST bond curve 
also moved within high and low of 18bps from range of 3.28% to 3.46%. 

Fed will maintain overly 
accommodative stance… 

In the near term, while the U.S. economic growth in 2011 now appears to be more 
positive than expected, persistently high unemployment and a struggling housing 
market recovery will continue to restrain growth. Given that inflation expectations 
are still fairly well anchored, the Fed is expected to maintain its overly 
accommodative stance to reinforce economic growth. 

Regionally, more rate rises 
and administrative 
measures to contain hot 
money inflows… 

Sentiment around the region continued to be guided by an increasing inflation 
expectations as well as monetary tightening. In January, the Bank of Thailand and 
the Bank of Korea tightened monetary policy by 25bps to 2.25% and 25bps to 
2.75% respectively. The Reserve Bank of India also got into the act by raising 
policy rates by 25bps, a somewhat cautious response to higher inflation forecasts. 
Rates stayed on hold in Malaysia, Philippines as well as Indonesia. 

Hawkish assessment from 
the ECB… 

Over in Europe, last December’s rise in inflation to an above-target of 2.2% has 
triggered a hawkish assessment from the European Central Bank (“ECB”), with 
President Trichet warning that medium-term inflation risks could move to the 
upside. However, strong demand at the Portuguese and Spanish bond auctions 
provided some relief to the global market and has eased peripheral Europe 
worries for now. 

China on an aggressive 
tightening mode… 

China continues to put controlling inflation at the top of its priorities as investors 
grow increasingly concerned over further possible tightening measures after 
China raised its reserve requirement ratios for the 7th time. The concerns were 
further amplified as the red-hot Chinese economy reported faster-than-expected 
GDP growth in 4Q10 that will likely see them overtaking Japan as the world’s 
second largest economy. This raises speculation of interest rate hikes that could 
possibly unfold in other Asian countries, which was reflected in the bearish 
steepening of the yield curves in Indonesia, India, Thailand, Taiwan and South 
Korea. 

Emerging market 
witnessed its biggest 
outflow since 2009… 

Emerging market (“EM”) equity funds witnessed its biggest outflow since the 
beginning of 2009 as investors become increasingly wary of a policy hard landing 
in Asia. However, EM bond funds continued to see trickle of inflows but it 
remained well below the average level of inflows in 2010. Meanwhile, bond 
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investors reacted to the risks of tightening by moving money into short-term bond 
funds (from long-term and intermediate-term bond funds) as investors embark on 
a duration reduction drive. 

Underperformance in 
Asian sovereign bonds… 

In the Asian sovereign space, concerns over inflation in Indonesia caused a sell-
off in IDR-denominated government bonds over the past month, with foreign 
investor holdings falling to 29.4% from 30.4%. The yield of a 10-year benchmark 
bond increased by 1.10% to 8.88% whiles the yield of the 5-year benchmark 
increased by 1.35% in January. In Thailand, bond yields were generally higher by 
8bps to 16 bps after Bank of Thailand increased interest rate by 25bps on Jan 12. 

Asian Bond performances 
generally mixed with 
Taiwan the best 
performer… 

 
 
Looking at the performance of Citigroup Asian Government Bond Index (“AGBI”), 
only Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia achieved positive return in January 2011 in 
local terms. Worse performing was Indonesia, recording MTD return of -5.35% 
with the Philippines next with MTD return of -2.98%. 
 
Under the USD currency terms, Indonesia and the Philippines remain as the top 2 
worse performance countries with -5.75% and -4.03% return. Best performer for 
the month was Taiwan with 1.40% return with Malaysia coming in next with 0.83% 
return. 
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REGIONAL BOND MARKET – SHORT TERM OUTLOOK AND STRATEGY 
 

Monetary tightening will 
continue to dictate market 
movements… 

Acceleration in the euro-area’s flash CPI estimate, alongside solid readings on 
money supply is likely to increase pressure on the European Central Bank to 
raise rates in 2011. Meanwhile, concerns over rising inflation and policymakers 
falling behind the curve ensured the underperformance of Emerging Markets 
(“EM”) credit in January. Within Asia, the resilience in China’s economic data 
gathered momentum, thus pointing to a strong likelihood for another imminent 
round of rate hikes. 

Strategy to reduce 
duration for portfolios with 
Asian bonds… 

As the volatility increased in Asian bonds due to risk aversion and inflation 
worries, the long end will be more vulnerable to long term inflation risks. At this 
juncture, we favour a short duration stance for our funds with Asian bonds 
exposure. 

 
RINGGIT BOND MARKET - ACTIVITIES IN JANUARY 2011 
 

MGS benchmark curve 
bearish steepened but 
reversed towards end of 
month… 

The MGS benchmark curve bearish steepened with the 10-yr/3-yr spread 
widening to 89.0bps in mid month and both the short- and long end yields rose by 
more than 5.0bps and 7.0bps respectively. This was attributed to investors 
caution over the inching up of inflation rate regionally as well as heavier debt 
supply this year. However, the MGS benchmark curve bullish flattened towards 
the end of the month as fear of interest rate hikes were subdued after BNM 
maintained a dovish outlook. Meanwhile, the government sold RM3.5 billion of 
new 10-year MGS notes maturing in July 2012 on January 13, the first auction for 
the year. Bid-to-cover ratio stood at a commendable 2.30 times whilst the 
average yield was 4.16%. On the same day, another RM3.0 billion of the same 
notes were also sold via private placement, bringing the total year-to-date debt 
sales to RM6.5 billion. 

Brisk trading in the 
secondary PDS market… 

Trading along the Private Debt Securities (PDS) market was brisk with a monthly 
turnover of RM5.37 billion for the month. AAA rated segment led with the most 
volume traded while the A rated segment continue to see the thinnest liquidity. 
Credit spreads widened for the most liquid AAA names as 10-yr MGS yields 
decline. Short to medium end AAA credit spreads widened by 5 to 10bps. 
Selected AAA bond such as Malaysia Airport Berhad saw yield rose by 19bps 
from a low of 4.33% to 4.52% in January. 
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Temporary relief for 
SPLASH and other related 
water bonds… 

There was equal rating upgrade/downgrade for the month with 4 positives and 4 
negatives rating actions. The 4 upgrades were Tenaga Nasional Behad, 
Cagamas SME Bhd, Mulpha International Bhd and Genting Plantations Bhd while 
the negative actions were Kenanga Investment Bank Bhd, Hubline Bhd, 
Offshoreworks Capital Sdn Bhd and MAA Holdings Bhd. But most importantly, 
RAM Ratings has maintained the BBB3 ratings of the respective debt issues of 
Syarikat Pengeluar Air Sungai Selangor Sdn Bhd (“SPLASH”), Destinasi Teguh 
Sdn Bhd and Sungai Harmoni Sdn Bhd despite SPLASH failing to meet the 
minimum balance for its finance service reserve account (“FSRA”) on the 19th 
January 2011. This however is just a temporary relief as the shareholders 
continue to work with the State and Federal government on a long term solution. 

OPR remains at 2.75% but 
BNM hints of changes via 
other policy tools… 

On January 27, Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) kept its benchmark interest rate 
unchanged at 2.75%. In its statement, BNM reiterated that the current monetary 
policy stance is appropriate and consistent with the current assessment of 
economic growth and inflation prospects but it also highlighted the building up of 
liquidity in the financial system due to massive capital inflows. The dovish 
statement was however tempered by the possibility of additional policy tools 
being used in future such as statutory reserve requirement and macroprudential 
lending measures to avoid the risks of macroeconomic and financial imbalances. 

Ringgit continues to 
remain strong… 

The Ringgit inched higher (touched RM3.05 midweek) as the easing European 
debt concerns and improved global economic outlook spurred risk appetite for 
emerging market assets. On January 25, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
highlighted that the emerging economies in Asia will expand 8.4% in 2011 and 
2012, compared with an average of 2.5% among developed countries. 

New issues for the 
month… 

New corporate issues for the month was scarce with notable issues the AA3 rated 
RM350 million Padiberas Nasional Bhd IMTN, RM100m Sunrise and the AAA 
(bg) RM20 million LBS Bina Group Bhd IMTN. 

BPAM Corporate Bond (7y 
over) index the best 
performer in January… 

Quantshop MGS and BPAM Bond Indices
Index as at 31 January 2011 MTD YTD MDuration
RAM Quantshop MGS Index
Quantshop MGS All Index 0.11% 0.11% 4.52
Quantshop MGS Short Index 0.17% 0.17% 1.78
Quantshop MGS Medium Index 0.14% 0.14% 4.13
Quantshop MGS Long Index -0.02% -0.02% 8.05
Bondweb Index
BPAM Bond All Index 0.25% 0.25% 4.37
BPAM Corporate Bond All Index 0.27% 0.27% 4.18
BPAM Corporate Bond (1-3y) Index 0.27% 0.27% 1.95
BPAM Corporate Bond (3-7y) Index 0.24% 0.24% 4.08
BPAM Corporate Bond (7y over) Index 0.30% 0.30% 8.14  
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RINGGIT BOND MARKET – SHORT TERM OUTLOOK AND STRATEGY 
 

Range bound yields for 
Govvies… 

Ahead of the Chinese New Year holidays and the short month of February, we 
believe sovereign yields will trade range bound as players continue to nibble 
along selected securities. With BNM having held the Overnight Policy Rate 
(“OPR”) unchanged and not too concerned with inflation, expectations of next rate 
hike is still in 2H11. Meanwhile, we expect BNM to announce the new 3y MGS 
auction early 2nd week of February with an issue size of RM3 billion. Despite the 
general pullback of foreign funds in the region, the Malaysian bond market 
continues to be attractive with further expectation of appreciation in the Ringgit, 
hence we believe local sovereign yields will remain steady in light of 
improvements seen in the U.S economy as well as the tapering off of Euro 
breakup risk. 

Primary PDS pipeline 
expected to pick up in 
February… 

As borrowings costs remains low and with a slew of upcoming mega projects 
emanating from the Economic Transformation Programme (“ETP”) requiring 
funding, we expect to see an active primary market in the short term. In the month 
of February alone, PASB and Sabah Development Bank will tap the market for 
RM2.7 billion and RM340 million respectively. Due to ample liquidity in the market 
still, we believe the new issuances will be easily absorbed and fairly well 
supported by market players hungry for papers. 

Continue to favour new 
corporate issuances… 

We continue to like the corporate debt segment and aim to switch to new 
issuances should primary yield pick-up prove attractive. Meanwhile, we continue 
to maintain an overweight on Corporate bonds versus Government bonds. 

Strategy to overweight 
Credits… 

Against a backdrop of rising yields in MGS, our strategy is as follows: 
1. To position our funds to overweight corporate bonds. We like AA and 

selected A rated bonds for higher absolute yields. This segment is also 
generally more resilient to rising MGS yields. We target range of 70% to 90% 
of NAV to be invested in this segment if the Fund parameters permit it. 

2. To underweight AAA and government guaranteed bonds which are more 
sensitive to rise in MGS yields and may have potential higher supply this 
year. 

3. To trade in MGS on weakness as we think domestic liquidity is still ample 
and will provide support against excessive rate rising. Identified portfolios will 
have up to 10% of NAV in MGS trading. 

4. To position for shorter than each portfolio benchmark duration. For example, 
portfolios with Quantshop MGS Medium index as a benchmark with 4.13 
years duration will be position to achieve duration in the region of 3 years to 
4 years. 
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Diagram 1: MGS curve bearish steepened in January 
 

 
 
Diagram 2: Ringgit AAA yield curve shifted higher for the month 
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